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1. INTRODUCTION
Since many optimization problems encountered in economics and other
fields involve set-valued constraints and set-valued objective functions,
vector optimization problems for set-valued functions have received an
increasing amount of attention in recent years. In particular, Lagrangian
conditions and duality of convex and weakened convex set-valued func-
tions have been discussed under some constraint qualifications, especially
 w x. w xSlater's condition see 5, 13]15, 18]20 . Luc and Jahn 14 studied an
axiomatic approach which allows us to obtain duality theorems for noncon-
vex vector optimizations. Recently, a kind of regularity condition via the
w ximage space approach was developed by Giannessi 8 in studying con-
strained scalar optimization, and it was further investigated by other
authors in studying scalar and vector optimization in finite dimensional
 w x.spaces see 7, 16 . The image space approach has been proved to be a
fruitful method in many topics of optimization theory e.g., optimality
.  wcondition, existence of solution, duality, and stability see 5, 7]9, 12, 16,
x.17, 20]22 .
We observe that the optimality of a feasible point is equivalent to the
separation between two suitable subsets of the image space. The separa-
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tion of two convex sets by a hyperplane is achieved under some conditions.
When the sets are not convex, there is no guarantee that separation by a
w xhyperplane is possible. Henig 10 established a separation by a cone in a
finite dimensional space, which includes, as a special case, hyperplane
separation. The cone separation was also studied by Dien, Mastroeni,
w x w x w xPappalardo, and Quang 7 , Jahn 11 , and Dauer and Saleh 6 in finite
dimensional spaces, norm spaces, and locally convex spaces, respectively.
In this paper, we investigate cone separation between two suitable
subsets of the image space, applying the results obtained to study optimal-
ity conditions and duality for weakened convex and nonconvex set-valued
functions in locally convex spaces. The results obtained are based on
 .efficient solutions minimum solutions in locally convex spaces.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X, Y, and Z be real locally convex topological vector spaces with
topological dual spaces X*, Y *, and Z*, respectively. Let S ; Y, Q ; Z
be pointed closed convex cones. The dual cone Sq and its quasi-interior
Sqi are defined as
q  :S s y* g Y * y*, y G 0, ; y g S , 4
and
qi  :  4S s y* g Y * y*, y ) 0, ; y g S _ 0 , 4
 :where , is the canonical bilinear form with respect to the duality
between Y * and Y.
We say that a subset B of S is a base for S if B is convex, 0 f B, and
 .  4S s cone B s lb ¬ l G 0, b g B .
qi  w x.It is easy to show that if S has a base, then S is nonempty see 3 .
 .A functional f : Y ª R is called S-increasing resp. S-strictly increasing
 .  .   4if y , y g Y, y y y g S implies f y G f y and y y y g S _ 01 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  . .implies f y ) f y resp. .1 2
Suppose that A is a convex set. A set-valued function F: X ª 2Y is said
w xto be convex on A, if for any x , x g A, l g 0, 11 2
lF x q 1 y l F x ; F l x q 1 y l x q S. .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2
A set-valued function F: X ª 2Y is said to be nearly con¨exlike on A, if
F A q S is convex. .
It is obvious that if F is convex on A, then F is nearly convexlike on A.
But the converse is not true, i.e., a nearly convexlike set-valued function is
not necessarily convex.
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1 w x 1EXAMPLE. Let X s Y s R , A s y1, 1 , F: A ª R be a set-valued
function defined by
w x w x0, 1 , if x g y1, 0 ;
F x s .  w xy1, 0 , if x g 0, 1 .
 . 1  1 4It is obvious that F is not convex on A, but F A q R s r g R ¬ r G y1q
is convex. This means that F is nearly convexlike on A.
Let A ; X be a subset, and F: X ª 2Y, G: X ª 2 Z be set-valued
functions.
We consider the following vector optimization problems
min F x , P .  .
subject to x g A , G x l yQ / B. 2.1 .  .  .
 .  .We say that x is a feasible point for problem P if x satisfies 2.1 . The
set of all such points is denoted by E. A point x g E is said to be a0
 .  .minimum point for problem P if there exists y g F x such that there0 0
  . .   4.is no x g E satisfying F x y y l yS _ 0 / B; we say that y is a0 0
 .  .minimum ¨alue for P and call x , y a minimum solution of problem0 0
 . w x  wP . These definitions are consistent with those of Corley 5 see also 13,
x.15, 18, 19 .
 .  .  .4If x , y g gr F s x, y ¬ y g F x satisfies0 0
 4cone F E q S y y l yS s 0 , 2.2 .  .  . .0
 .where cone B y y denotes the closure of the cone generated by B y y,
 .  .  w x.we say that x , y is a Benson's proper minimum solution of P see 2 .0 0
 .   .  ..   4.  .Set H x s F x y y , G x , C s S _ 0 = Q, R s H A qy 0 y y0 0 0
 .S = Q. H A and R will be called the image and extended image ofy y0 0
 .problem P .
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. If x g E is a feasible point of problem P and0
 .x , y g gr F, then the following statements are equi¨ alent0 0
 .  .  .i x , y is a minimum solution of P ;0 0
 .  .  .ii H A l yC s B;y0
 .  .iii R l yC s B;y0
 . w   4.  4xiv R l y S _ 0 = 0 s B.y0
 .  .  4Proof. i « ii . Assume the contrary. Then there exist s g S _ 0 ,
 .   .  ..q g Q, and x g A such that y s, q g F x y y , G x . This means that0
  . .   4.x g E and F x y y l yS _ 0 / B, a contradiction.0
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 .  .  4ii « iii . Assume the contrary. There exist s g S _ 0 , q g Q, and
 .   .  ..  .x g A such that y s, q g F x y y , G x q S = Q . This means that0
 . w  .  .x  .  .B / H x l y s, q y S = Q s H x l yC , a contradiction.y y0 0
 .  .iii « iv . It is obvious.
 .  .  4iv « i . Assume the contrary. There exist s g S _ 0 and x g E such
  . .  .  .that ys g F x y y . This means that there exists z g G x l yQ0
 .  .  . w  .  .. xsuch that y s, 0 s ys, z q 0, yz g F x y y , G x q S = Q l0
w   4.  4xy S _ 0 = 0 , a contradiction.
w xProposition 2.1 was proved in 4, 7, 8, 16 when Y and Z are finite
dimensional spaces and F and G are single-valued functions.
We observe that if R and yC are cone separated, i.e., there exists ay0
 .4pointed convex cone K such that yC _ 0, 0 ; int K and R l K sy0
 .4  .  .0, 0 , then x , y g gr F is a minimum solution of P . We are inter-0 0
ested in problems under what conditions R and yC are cone separated.y0
Such conditions, which guarantee the existence of a particular form of
 w x.nonlinear separation functions see 8 , will be called the image regular
condition.
3. CONE SEPARATION AND OPTIMAL CONDITIONS
In this section, we provide a cone separation theorem and then apply it
to study optimality conditions and duality for weakened convex and non-
convex set-valued functions in locally convex spaces. Namely, we consider
the image regular condition
 4cone R l yS = 0 s 0, 0 . 3.1 4 .  . . .y0
 .  .We observe that if x , y g gr F is a minimum solution of P , then0 0
 .   4.  .4cone R l yS = 0 s 0, 0 by Proposition 2.1. On the other hand,y0
 .  .if x g E is a feasible point of problem P , and x , y g gr F, then0 0 0
 .  .condition 3.1 implies that x , y is a Benson's proper minimum solution0 0
 .   . .  .of P . Indeed, assume the contrary. Then cone F E qSyy l yS /0
 4  4  4 1  4  40 , i.e., there exist s g S _ 0 and nets l in R , s in S, x in A,a q a a
 4  .  .  .  .and y such that y gF x , G x l yQ /B and l y q s yy ªa a a a a a a 0
 .  . ys . This means that there exists z g G x l yQ such that l y q0 a a a a
.  .  .s y y , z y z ª ys , 0 . This contradicts 3.1 .a 0 a a 0
 .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that x , y g gr F is a minimum solution of0 0
 .  .P , and assume that either S has a weakly compact base and cone R isy0
weakly closed or S has a compact base. Then R and yC are coney0
 .4separated, i.e., there exists a pointed con¨ex cone K such that yC _ 0, 0 ;
 .4  .int K and R l K s 0, 0 , if and only if 3.1 is true.y0
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 . Proof. Assume that 3.1 is true. Since S has a compact resp. weakly
.  4 compact base, we see that S = 0 has also a compact resp. weakly
. w xcompact base. By Theorem 2.3 of 6 , there exists a pointed convex cone P
  4.  .4such that y S = 0 _ 0, 0 ; int P and
cone R l P s 0, 0 . 3.2 4 .  . .y0
 .  .4Set K s yC q P j 0, 0 . Then K is a convex cone and int K s
 4  .  .yC q int P. For every s g S _ 0 , q g Q, since y s, q s y sr2, q y
 .   4 .   .4sr2, 0 gy S _ 0 =Q q int Ps int K, we deduce that y C _ 0, 0 s
yC ; int K.
 .We shall show that K is pointed. Since x , y is a minimum solution of0 0
 .  .  .  .P , there exists z g G x l yQ . For every s, q g S = Q, we have0 0
 .  .  .   .  ..s, q s 0, z q s, q y z g F x y y , G x q S = Q ; R . This0 0 0 0 0 y0
 .  .4means that S = Q ; R . It follows from cone R l P s 0, 0 thaty y0 0
 .  .4S = Q l P s 0, 0 and so C l P s B. This, with the fact that S, Q,
and P are pointed, implies that K is also pointed.
 .4We need to show R l K s 0, 0 . Indeed, assume the contrary. Theny0
there exists u g R l K, u / 0 and then u s u q u with u g yC andy 1 2 10
 .  .u g P. This implies that u s u y u g R y u l P ; cone R l2 2 1 y 1 y0 0
 .4  .P s 0, 0 . Hence, by Proposition 2.1, we have u s u g yC l R s1 y0
B. It leads to a contradiction.
 .4If there exists a pointed convex cone K such that yC _ 0, 0 ; int K
 .4  .and R lKs 0, 0 , then R l int KsB and then cone R l int Ksy y y0 0 0
  4.  4  .B. This, together with y S _ 0 = 0 ; int K, implies that 3.1 is true.
The scalar result corresponding to Theorem 3.1 can be found in Theo-
w xrem 2.1 in 7 . Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of a class of weak
 w x.separation functions as the following see 8 .
 .THEOREM 3.2. Assume that x , y g gr F is a minimum solution of0 0
 .  .P , and assume that either S has a weakly compact base and cone R isy0
weakly closed or S has a compact base. Then there exists a continuous
sublinear function f : Y = Z ª R1 satisfying
 .  .a for each z g Z, f ?, z is S}strictly increasing on Y,
 .  .b for each y g Y, f y, ? is Q}increasing on Z such that
0 s min f F x y y q S, G x q Q .  . .0
xgA
 .  .  .and for e¨ery z g G x l yQ , f 0, z s 0, if and only if0 0 0
 4cone R l yS = 0 s 0, 0 . 3.1 4 .  . . .y0
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 .Proof. Assume that 3.1 is true. Then by Theorem 3.1, there exists a
 .4pointed convex cone K such that yC _ 0, 0 ; int K and R l K sy0
 .40, 0 . Take u g int K and define0
1  4f u [ inf a g R u g ya u q K , u g Y = Z. .  4 .0
w xTheorem 3.1 in 6 implies that f is a continuous sublinear functional on
Y = Z which satisfies the properties
< <int K s y , z f y , z - 0 and K s y , z f y , z F 0 . 4  4 .  .  .  .
3.3 .
 .  .We shall show that a and b are satisfied.
 .  4  .a For every y y y g S _ 0 , since y y y , 0 g yC ; int K,2 1 1 2
 .  .3.3 yields f y y y , 0 - 0. By the sublinearity of f, for every z g Z, we1 2
 .  .  .  .have f y , z F f y y y , 0 q f y , z - f y , z .1 1 2 2 2
 .  .  .b For every z y z g Q since 0, z y z g yC ; K, 3.3 yields2 1 1 2
 .f 0, z y z F 0. By the sublinearity of f, for every y g Y, we have1 2
 .  .  .  .f y, z F f 0, z y z q f y, z F f y, z .1 1 2 2 2
 .4It follows from R l K s 0, 0 thaty0
0 s min f F x y y q S, G x q Q . .  . .0
xgA
 .  .  .  .For every z g G x l yQ , 0, z g R l K implies that f 0, z s 0.0 0 0 y 00
If there exists a continuous sublinear function f : Y = Z ª R1 satisfying
 .  .   .  . .a , b such that 0 s min f F x y y q S, G x q Q and for everyx g A 0
 .  .  .  .z g G x l yQ , f 0, z s 0, and suppose that 3.1 is not true, then0 0 0
 4  .  .  .there exist s g S _ 0 such that ys, 0 g cone R . Since f y, z G 0y0
 .for every y, z g R , and f is sublinear and continuous, we can deducey0
 .  .  .  .that f y, z G 0 for every y, z g cone R , and so f ys, 0 G 0. Ony0
 .  .  .the other hand, the condition a implies that f ys, 0 - f 0, 0 s 0. It
leads to a contradiction.
w xA related result can be found in Theorem 6.4 of 6 .
If F = G is nearly convexlike, then Theorem 3.1 gives the following
q .Lagrangian multiplier theorem. We denote by L Z, Y the set of all
 .linear continuous operators L with L Q ; S.
 .  .THEOREM 3.3. Assume that x , y g gr F is a minimum solution of P0 0
and R is con¨ex, and assume that S has a weakly compact base. Then they0
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 4i cone R l yS = 0 s 0, 0 ; 4 .  . . .y0
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 . qi qii there exist y* g S , z* g Q such that
 :  :y*, y q z*, z G 0 ; y , z g R , 3.4 .  .y0
 .  .  :and for e¨ery z g G x l yQ , z*, z s 0;0 0 0
 . q .iii there exists a continuous linear positi¨ e operator L g L Z, Y such
 .that x , y is a Benson's proper minimum solution of the problem0 0
min F x q LG x , P .  .  . .
xgA
 .  .and for e¨ery z g G x l yQ , L z s 0.0 0 0
 .  .  .Proof. i ª ii . Since R is convex, we can deduce that cone R sy y0 0
 .  w x.cone R is convex see Proposition 4.21 of 1 . Thus it is weakly closed.y0
By Theorem 3.1, there exists a pointed convex cone K such that yC ;
 .4int K and R l K s 0, 0 , and then R l int K s B. By the standardy y0 0
 . qseparation theorem there exists y*, z* g yK such that
 :  :y*, y q z*, z G 0 ; y , z g R , 3.4 .  .y0
and
 :  :y*, y q z*, z - 0 ; y , z g int K . 3.5 .  .
qi q  .We shall show that y* g S , z* g Q . It follows from 3.5 and y
  4. .S _ 0 = Q ; int K that
 :  :  4y*, y q z*, z - 0 ; y , z g y S _ 0 = Q . 3.6 .  . . .
qi  4Since 0 g Q, we can deduce that y* g S . Since y g S _ 0 can be made
 .  . qarbitrary close to 0 g Y , 3.6 implies that z* g Q . For every z g0
 .  .  . q  :G x l yQ , 3.4 and z* g Q imply that z*, z s 0.0 0
 .  .  . qi q  .ii ª iii . By ii , there exist y* g S , z* g Q such that 3.4 hold
 .  .  :  4and for every z g G x l yQ , z*, z s 0. Fix e g S _ 0 such that0 0 0
 :  :y*, e s 1. Define L: Z ª Y by L z s z*, z e, for every z g Z. Then
 .  .y*L s z*, L Q ; S, and L z s 0. Substituting z* by y*L in 3.4 , we0
obtain that
  :y*, y q L z G y*, y ; y , z g F x , G x . 3.7 .  .  .  ..  .0
 .  . qi  .Since y g F x q LG x and y* g S , we can conclude that x , y0 0 0 0 0
 .is a Benson's proper minimum solution of P .
 .  .  .  4iii ª i . Assume that 3.1 is not true. Then there exist s g S _ 0 ,
 4 1  4  4  4  4  4and nets l in R , s in S, q in Q, x in A, y , and z sucha q a a a 2 a
 .  .  .  .that y g F x , z g G x , and l y q s y y , z q q ª y s, 0 .a a a a a a a 0 a a
 .This means that l y q L z q s q Lq y y ª ys since L is contin-a a a a a 0
uous. The definition of L implies Lq g S. Hence y q L z qs q Lqa a a a a
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.  . .  . .y y g F q LG A q S y y , and so ys g cone F q LG A q S y0 0
.  .y . This contradicts the fact that x , y is a Benson's proper minimum0 0 0
 .solution of P .
When X, Y, and Z are finite-dimensional spaces, and F and G are
 .  .  .single-valued mappings, the conclusions that iii implies i and i implies
 . w x w xiii in Theorem 3.3 improve Theorem 4.1 of 16 and Theorem 4.2 of 16 ,
respectively.
 .When R and F E q S are convex and x , y is a Benson's proper .y 0 00
 . w xminimum solution of P , Theorem 3.3 was proved in 20 under the
assumption of Slater's condition where the problem cannot involve equal-
ity constraints.
In the sequel of this section, we assume that X, Y, and Z are normed
spaces and A ; X is a subset of X. For a given point x g A, the
 .contingent cone T x is defined byA
y1T x s ¨ g X lim inf h d x q h¨ s 0 , .  .A A 5
hª0q0
 . 5 5here d x s inf x y y .A y g A
 .The Clarke tangent cone C x is defined byA
y1C x s ¨ g X lim sup h d x9 q h¨ s 0 . .  .A A 5
x9ªx , hª0q0
Assume that F: X ª 2Y is a set-valued function. Denote by gr F, dom F
the graph and domain of F.
gr F s x , y y g F x , 4 .  .
dom F s x F x / B . 4 .
 .  . YFor x, y g gr F, the Clarke tangent deri¨ ati¨ e CF x, y : X ª 2 is de-
fined by
gr CF x , y s C x , y . .  .gr F
 .   ..When F is single-valued, CF x, y s CF x, F x .
A set-valued function F is called locally Lipschitz at x g X if, for some0
constant l and some neighborhood U of x such that for all x , x g U,0 1 2
5 5r F x , F x F l x y x , .  . .1 2 1 2
 .  w x.where r ?, ? denotes the Hausdorff distance see 1 .
Y  .A set-valued function F: X ª 2 is called in¨ex at x , y g gr F if0 0
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .F X y y ; CF x , y X , where F x s F x q S. .  .0 0 0
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Y Z  .For set-valued functions F: X ª 2 , G: X ª 2 . Let H x s
Ã  .  ..  .  .  .F x , G x , H x s H x q S = Q, F = G is called in¨ex at x , y , z0 0 0
 .if H is invex at x , y , z . For the definitions and some results of invex0 0 0
w xset-valued functions, we refer to 18, 19 .
<We denote by F the restriction of F to A, defined byA
F x , if x g A; .<F x s .A  B, otherwise.
We assume that A ; dom F s dom G, A q B s B, A = B s B, and
inf B s q`.
 .THEOREM 3.4. Assume that x , y g gr F is a minimum solution of0 0
 .  .P , and assume that either S has a weakly compact base and cone R isy0
weakly closed or S has a compact base. Suppose that F, G are locally
 . <  .  .Lipschitz at x , and F = G is in¨ex at x , y , z for some z g G xA0 0 0 0 0 0
 .l yQ . Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .   4.  .4i cone R l yS = 0 s 0, 0 ;y0
 . qi qii there exist y* g S , z* g Q such that
 :  :y*, y q z*, z G 0 ; y , z g R , . y0
 :and z*, z s 0;0
 . q .iii there exists a continuous linear positi¨ e operator L g L Z, Y
 .such that x , y is a Benson's proper minimum solution of the problem0 0
min F X q LG x , P .  .  . .
xgA
and L z s 0.0
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there exists a pointed convex cone K such that
 .4yC ; int K and R l K s 0, 0 , and then R l int K s B. By Theo-y y0 0w xrem 5.3.1 of 1 , we have that
Ã ÃC F = G x , y , z C x .  . .  .0 0 0 A 0
; T y , z .Ã ÃF=G. A. 0 0
Ã Ã; cone F = G A y y , z ; cone R . .  . .  . /0 0 y0
Ã Ã Ã Ã .Hence C F = G x , y , z C x l int K s B. Since C F = G .  . .  .0 0 0 A 0
 .  ..x , y , z C x is convex, by using the very similar arguments as in the0 0 0 A 0
proof of Theorem 3.3, we conclude that there exist y* g Sqi , z* g Qq
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such that
 :  :y*, y q z*, z G 0,
Ã Ã; y , z g C F = G x , y , z u , .  .  . . 0 0 0
Ã Ãu g C x l dom C F = G x , y , z , .  . .A 0 0 0 0
Ã Ã :  . <  .and z*, z s 0. Since F = G A is invex at x , y , z , we deduce that0 0 0 0
Ã Ã Ã Ã <F = G A y y , z ; C F = G x , y , z X .  .  .  . .  . A0 0 0 0 0
Ã Ã; C F = G x , y , z C x . .  . .  .0 0 0 A 0
Hence
 :  :  :  :y*, y q z*, z G y*, y q z*, z0 0
Ã Ã :s y*, y ; y , z g F = G A .  . .0
and so
 :  :y*, y q z*, z G 0 ; y , z g R . . y0
Then, we repeat step by step the same argument as in the proof of
Theorem 3.3.
w xSach and Craven 18 proved a similar result which was based on a weak
minimum solution.
4. DUALITY
In this section, we shall consider the duality theorems. We first present a
duality theorem of nonconvex problems.
We denote by F the set of all continuous sublinear functionals f
defined on Y = Z which satisfies properties
 .  .a for each z g Z, f ?, z is S}strictly increasing on Y,
 .  .b for each y g Y, f y, ? is Q}increasing on Z.
Define C: F ª Y by
C f s ygY ' xgA s.t. ygF x and 0s min f F j yy , G j . .  .  .  . . 5
jgA
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 .By a dual of P , we mean the maximization problem
max C f . D .  .
fgF
 .If f g F is such that C f / B, we call f a feasible point of problem
 .  .  .D . If f is a feasible point of P , y g C f and there is no feasible0 0 0
 .point f of problem D such that
 4y y C f l yS _ 0 / B .  . .0
 .  .we say that f , y is a maximum solution of problem D .0 0
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that either S has a weakly compact base and
 .cone R is weakly closed or S has a compact base. Assume that conditiony0
 .3.1 holds.
 .  .  .i If x is a feasible point of P and f is a feasible point of D , then0 0
 4F x y C f l yS _ 0 s B. .  .  . .0 0
 .  .  .ii If x , y is a minimum solution of P , then there exists f g F0 0 0
 .  .such that f , y is a maximum solution of D .0 0
 .  .Proof. i If f is a feasible point of D then by the definition for0
 .  .every y g C f , there exists x g A such that y g F x and0
0 s min f F j y y , G j . .  . .0
jgA
  . .   4.We shall show that F x y y l yS _ 0 s B. Assume the contrary.0
 4  .Then there exists s g yS _ 0 such that s g F x y y. Since x is a0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .feasible point of P , there is z g G x l yQ . Hence, 0 F f s , z .0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .Conditions a and b imply that f s , z - f 0, z F f 0, 0 s 0. It0 0 0
leads to a contradiction.
 .  .  .ii If x , y is a minimum solution of P , then by Theorem 3.20 0
there exists f g F such that0
0 s min f F j y y , G j . .  . .0 0
jgA
 .  .  .This means that f is a feasible point of D and y g C f . By i , for0 0 0
 .   ..   4.every feasible point f of D , we have y y C f l yS _ 0 s B.0
 .  .Thus f , y is a maximum solution of D .0 0
w xLuc and Jahn 14 obtained a similar result based on Henig proper
efficient solutions under a stronger condition.
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Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we can obtain
Lagrangian duality theorems. Namely, define the set-valued function C:
q . YL Z, Y ª 2 by
C L .
s y 'j g A s.t. j , y is a Benson's proper minimum solution of P . .  . 4
Consider the problem
qmax C L , L g L Z, Y . D .  .  . 4
Using similar arguments as above, we can prove the following duality
results:
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that R is con¨ex, that S has a weakly compacty0
 .base, and that condition 3.1 holds.
 .  .iii If L is a feasible point of problem D and x is a feasible point of0 0
 .problem P , then
 4F x y C L l yS _ 0 s B; .  .  . .0 0
 .  .  .iv If x , y is a minimum solution of P , then there exists L g0 0 0
q .  .  .L Z, Y such that L is a feasible point of D and L , y is a maximum0 0 0
 .solution of D .
 .When R and F E q S are convex and x , y is a Benson's proper .y 0 00
 . w xminimum solution of P , Theorem 4.2 was proved in 20 under the
assumption of Slater's condition.
THEOREM 4.3. Let X, Y, and Z be normed spaces. Assume that either S
 .has a weakly compact base and cone R is weakly closed or S has ay0
 . <compact base. Suppose that F, G are locally Lipschitz at x , and F = G A0
 .  .  .is in¨ex at x , y , z for some z g G x l yQ , and suppose that0 0 0 0 0
 .condition 3.1 holds.
 .  .iii If L is a feasible point of problem D and x is a feasible point of0 0
 .problem P , then
 4F x y C L l yS _ 0 s B; .  .  . .0 0
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 .  .  .iv If x , y is a minimum solution of P , then there exists L g0 0 0
q .  .  .L Z, Y such that L is a feasible point of D and L , y is a maximum0 0 0
 .solution of D .
w xSach and Craven 18 proved a similar result which was based on a weak
minimum solution.
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